Created in 1972, Défense Conseil International (DCI) is a service provider with the French State as reference shareholder. It is aiming at transferring the French armed forces know-how to friendly countries.

DCI has more than 100 customer countries and 6 permanent offices abroad.
From initial training to complex missions

DCI offers training in all specialties of the French armed forces for your Land Forces, Navy, Air Force or Joint Services including:

- EW basic and advanced courses
- EW INTEL/ELINT/COMINT/SIGINT
- Electro-Optical and Infra-Red threats and defences
- ECM programming and reporting
- Information Operation (IO)
- Radio EW
- EW for aircrew

DCI also delivers management course for your electronic warfare staff officers.

DCI training includes visits of French armed forces operational units and EW range.

Innovative features

DCI computer based training sessions are relying on innovative educational tools, including serious games and software, allowing to program a set of parameters to simulate weapon systems and EW threats.

The IRES software is designed to assess the relevance of a sequence of flares to counter an incoming IR missile. The MAP software enables to build on scenarios involving large air raids in an hostile EW environment and to assess the results of the EW actions.

A global offer to strengthen your capabilities

DCI supports you at each step of the development of your electronic warfare capabilities, from the selection and acquisition of your equipment to the training of your forces.

Drawing on its own experience and on the French armed forces know-how, DCI also advises you to design and run your own training centres and electronic warfare facilities.

Why DCI?

DCI is involved in all the following areas:
- Land
- Sea
- Air
- Armament
- Gendarmerie

- The French air force and the army light aviation are trained by DCI
- Experts from the French armed forces
- Training and assistance in English and French
- Customised services to meet your needs
- In France or in your country